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Add back doors to *hardware*.
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* (TS/SL/REL TO USA, FVEY) Insert vulnerabilities into commercial encryption systems, IT systems, networks, and endpoint communications devices used by targets.
* (TS/SL/REL TO USA, FVEY) Collect target network data and metadata via cooperative network carriers and/or increased control over core networks.
* (TS/SL/REL TO USA, FVEY) Leverage commercial capabilities to remotely deliver or receive information to and from target endpoints.
* (TS/SL/REL TO USA, FVEY) Exploit foreign trusted computing platforms and technologies.
* (TS/SL/REL TO USA, FVEY) Influence policies, standards and specification for commercial public key technologies.
* (TS/SL/REL TO USA, FVEY) Make specific and aggressive investments to facilitate the development of a robust exploitation capability against Next-Generation Wireless (NGW) communications.
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What if Alice and Bob use crypto software built solely from these instructions? Yikes: we won’t see anything from timings!

Try to scare implementors away from constant-time software. e.g. “It will be too slow.” “It’s too hard to write.”

Fund variable-time software, maybe with “countermeasures” that make the timings difficult for researchers to analyze but that are still breakable with our computer resources.

Continue expressing skepticism that constant time is needed. e.g. 2012 Mowery–Keelveedhi–Shacham “Are AES x86 cache timing attacks still feasible?”, unfortunately shredded by 2014 Irazoqui–Inci–Eisenbarth–Sunar “Wait a minute! A fast, cross-VM attack on AES”.
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Continue expressing skepticism that constant time is needed. e.g. 2012 Mowery–Keelveedhi–Shacham “Are AES x86 cache timing attacks still feasible?”, unfortunately shredded by 2014 Irazoqui–Inci–Eisenbarth–Sunar “Wait a minute! A fast, cross-VM attack on AES”.

What if terrorists Alice and Bob use a different cipher for which constant-time implementations are simple and fast? Yikes! Don’t standardize that cipher. e.g. choose Rijndael as AES, not higher-security Serpent.

Watch out for any subsequent standardization efforts. Don’t standardize just because it’s new.

Discourage use of the cipher. Pretend that standardization is a guarantee of security while anything non-standard has questionable security.
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1998 Bleichenbacher: Decrypt SSL RSA ciphertext by observing server responses to $\approx 10^6$ variants of ciphertext.

SSL first inverts RSA, then checks for “PKCS padding” (which many forgeries have). Subsequent processing applies more serious integrity checks.

Server responses reveal pattern of PKCS forgeries; pattern reveals plaintext.
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Design cryptographic systems so that forgeries are sent through as much processing as possible.

e.g. Design SSL to decrypt and check padding before checking a serious MAC. Broken by padding-oracle attacks such as BEAST and POODLE.
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Design cryptographic systems so that forgeries are sent through as much processing as possible.

e.g. Design SSL to decrypt and check padding before checking a serious MAC. Broken by padding-oracle attacks such as BEAST and POODLE.

e.g. Design “encrypt-only” IPsec options. Broken by 2006 Paterson–Yau for Linux and 2007 Degabriele–Paterson for RFCs.
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Randomness

1995 Goldberg–Wagner: Netscape SSL keys had < 50 bits of entropy.

2008 Bello: Debian/Ubuntu OpenSSL keys for years had < 20 bits of entropy.

2012 Lenstra–Hughes–Augier–Bos–Kleinjung–Wachter and 2012 Heninger–Durumeric–Wustrow–Halderman broke the RSA public keys for 0.5% of all SSL servers.

The primes had so little randomness that they collided.
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2008 Bello: Debian/Ubuntu OpenSSL keys for years had <20 bits of entropy.
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Make randomness-generation code extremely difficult to audit.

Have each application maintain its own RNG “for speed”.

Maintain separate RNG code for each application and build this RNG from the inputs conveniently available to that application.

Pay people to use backdoored RNGs such as Dual EC.

Claim “provable security”.

Design cryptographic systems so that forgeries are sent through as much processing as possible. e.g. Design SSL to decrypt and check padding before checking a serious MAC. Broken by padding-oracle attacks such as BEAST and POODLE. e.g. Design "encrypt-only" IPsec options. Broken by 2006 Paterson–Yau for Linux and 2007 Degabriele–Paterson for RFCs.

Randomness
1995 Goldberg–Wagner: Netscape SSL keys had <50 bits of entropy.
2008 Bello: Debian/Ubuntu OpenSSL keys for years had <20 bits of entropy.
2012 Lenstra–Hughes–Augier–Bos–Kleinjung–Wachter and 2012 Heninger–Durumeric–Wustrow–Halderman broke the RSA public keys for 0.5% of all SSL servers. The primes had so little randomness that they collided.

Make randomness-generation code extremely difficult to audit. Have each application maintain its own RNG “for speed”. Maintain separate RNG code for each application. “For simplicity” build this RNG in ad-hoc ways from the inputs conveniently available to that application. Pay people to use backdoored RNGs such as Dual EC. Claim “provable security”.
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</tr>
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Make randomness-generation code extremely difficult to audit.

Have each application maintain its own RNG “for speed”.

Maintain separate RNG code for each application. “For simplicity” build this RNG in ad-hoc ways from the inputs conveniently available to that application.

Pay people to use backdoored RNGs such as Dual EC.

Claim “provable security”.

What if the terrorists merge all available inputs into a central entropy pool?

This pool can survive many bad/failing/malicious inputs if there is one good input.

Merging process is auditable.

Yikes!
1995 Goldberg–Wagner: Netscape SSL keys had < 50 bits of entropy.

2008 Bello: Debian/Ubuntu OpenSSL keys for years had < 20 bits of entropy.
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Make randomness-generation code extremely difficult to audit.

Have each application maintain its own RNG “for speed”.

Maintain separate RNG code for each application. “For simplicity” build this RNG in ad-hoc ways from the inputs conveniently available to that application.

Pay people to use backdoored RNGs such as Dual EC.

What if the terrorists merge all available inputs into a central entropy pool?

This pool can survive many bad/failing/malicious inputs, if there is one good input. Merging process is auditable. Yikes!
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What if the terrorists merge all available inputs into a central entropy pool?

This pool can survive many bad/failing/malicious inputs if there is one good input. Merging process is auditable. Yikes!

Claim performance problems in writing to a central pool, reading from a central pool. Modify pool to make it unusable (random) or scary (urandom).
Randomness-generation code should be extremely difficult to audit.

Each application should maintain its own RNG “for speed”.

Separate RNG code for each application. “For simplicity” build this RNG in ad-hoc ways using inputs conveniently available to that application.

Pay people to use backdoored RNGs such as Dual EC.

Claim “provable security”.

What if the terrorists merge all available inputs into a central entropy pool?

This pool can survive many bad/failing/malicious inputs if there is one good input. Merging process is auditable.

Yikes!

Claim performance problems in writing to a central pool, reading from a central pool.

Modify pool to make it unusable (random) or scary (urandom).

What if the terrorists realize that RNG speed isn’t an issue?

Make it an issue! Design crypto to use randomness as often as possible. This also complicates tests, encouraging bugs.

e.g. DSA use a new random $k$ to sign $m$; could have replaced $k$ with $H(s, m)$. 1992 Rivest: “the poor user is given enough rope with which to hang himself”. 2010 Bushings--Marcan--Segher--Sven “PS3 epic fail”: PS3 forgeries.
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Performance problems in writing to a central pool, reading from a central pool. Modify pool to make it unusable (random) or scary (urandom).

What if the terrorists realize that RNG speed isn’t an issue?

Make it an issue! Design crypto to use randomness as often as possible. This also complicates tests, encouraging bugs.

e.g. DSA and ECDSA use a new random number $k$ to sign $m$; could have replaced $k$ with $H(s, m)$. 1992 Rivest: “the poor user is given enough rope with which to hang himself”. 2010 Bushing–Marcan–Segher–Sven “PS3 epic fail”: PS3 forgeries.

Pure crypto failures

2008 Stevens–Sotirov–Appelbaum–Lenstra–Molnar–Osvik–de Weger exploited MD5 $\Rightarrow$ rogue CA for TLS.
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e.g. DSA and ECDSA use a new random number $k$ to sign $m$; could have replaced $k$ with $H(s,m)$. 1992 Rivest: “the poor user is given enough rope with which to hang himself”. 2010 Bushing–Marcan–Segher–Sven “PS3 epic fail”: PS3 forgeries.

Pure crypto failures

2008 Stevens–Sotirov–Appelbaum–Lenstra–Molnar–Osvik–de Weger exploited MD5 ⇒ rogue CA for TLS.

2012 Flame: new MD5 attack.

Fact: By 1996, a few years after the introduction of MD5, Preneel and Dobbertin were calling for MD5 to be scrapped.
What if the terrorists realize that RNG speed isn’t an issue?
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